GLASS & MIRRORS
MAGIC MIRROR V2

The MAGIC MIRROR allows the image area of the ad notam monitor system
to appear in the “ON” position and completely vanish when turned „OFF“
leaving a 100% homogeneous mirror surface on the front.
The MAGIC MIRROR is is designed for combination with the ad notam
monitor systems and fullfills the necessary surface, hardness, and tension
qualities.
The position of the image area within the mirror surface is freely selectable.
The flexibility is only limited by the outline dimensions of the ad notam monitor
system which need to be considered when installing the monitor system on
the backside of the mirror.
Please use the ad notam glass orderform as appendix to your purchase order
to supply data.
Transmission of image area: 40% +/- 5
Reflection of mirror surrounding image area: 60% +/- 5
Reflection of image area: 60% +/- 5

ARTICLE NO.
Art.No.

Code

Thickness

Type

MM-SM
V2

-005 R

5mm

Standard Float

-009 R

8.8mm

Laminated Safety Glass (LSG)
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GLASS & MIRRORS
MAGIC MIRROR V2
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Characteristics

MM-SM-V2-005 R

MM-SM-V2-009 R

Tint

silver

silver

Thickness

5mm

8.8mm

Weight per square meter

12.5kg

22kg

Max. dimensions

3150 x 2000mm

3150 x 2000mm

Combinable monitor system sizes

13.3“ - 84.0“

13.3“ - 84.0“

Tolerances

Application Characteristics

Cleaning Note

If the difference between ordered
dimensions and actual received
product exceeds 2mm (ca. 1/16“) in
measurement of the height and width,
the material is defective. In this case
the glass may be exchanged at no
charge.

ad notam glass and mirror types are suitable
in moist areas but for indoor use only!
Standard products are not usable in public
facilities or in public places. Please
consider this with your order or
planning.

Do not use any rubbing cleaning
materials!

Slightly optical irritations on the
surface of the material may appear
as accumulations of very small black
spots. This is due to the characteristics
of the material and it is not possible to
avoid or clean this effect. Please check
immediately after receiving your goods
if one of these accumulations exceeds
an area of 3 square centimeter
(ca. 1 3/16 square inches).
Facetted areas may appear with a
slightly deviating shade.
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Use only a clean and dust-free cloth,
by using standard glass detergents!
Check the material specification!

The specified mirror is suitable in moist
areas but it must not be exposed to a
continous flow of water as for example in
showers Due to the material properties, the
mirror also must not be exposed to direct
sunlight.
Installation and mounting guidelines for
glass have to be considered! Upon request
authorized retailers can be supported with
training!
Please note that due to the material
properties, the brightness of the
monitor system and the reflectivity of
the mirror are somewhat affected.
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